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By Chloe Rhodes

Paperback. Book Condition: New. Not Signed; This fascinating collection investigates the origins of our most intriguing superstitions, many of which we still observe today. Hundreds of the beliefs passed down through the generations have their foundations in our ancestors' efforts to ward off evil, which they blamed for hardship, illness and injustice in times when life was, as often as not, 'nasty, brutish and short'. Black Cats and Evil Eyes sets these superstitions in their historical and social context, explaining how fear of the Devil, demons, evil spirits and witchcraft drove people to arm themselves with rituals and talismans to repel dark forces and allow them to live long and healthy lives. In examining many of our common superstitions, this book illuminates the customs, beliefs and practices that link us to an ancient, and often darker, human past.

Reviews

Very beneficial to all category of folks. I really could comprehended every little thing out of this created e publication. I found out this book from my dad and i encouraged this ebook to discover.

-- Maia O'Hara

It in a of my personal favorite pdf. Of course, it really is play, nevertheless an amazing and interesting literature. It is extremely difficult to leave it before concluding, once you begin to read the book.

-- Nicholas Ratke
Chloe Rhodes's writing Black cats and evil eyes is a collection of random superstitions. The book explains the superstition origins, how they were incorporated in our day to day lives. Some of these are well-known while the others have faded over the years.

For my full review see: Black Cats and Evil Eyes...I enjoyed this book, I wish it could have been a bit longer. It's fun to read through the myths and superstitions in this book. There's so many of them, it really makes you think of how many times we use these superstitions in our lives without even realizing. This is a fun book to have and I'm glad that I picked it up. For my full review see: Black Cats and Evil Eyes...I enjoyed this book, I wish it could have been a bit longer. It's fun to read through the myths and superstitions in this book.

Black Cats and Evil Eyes sets these superstitions in their historical and social context, explaining how fear of the Devil, demons, evil spirits and witchcraft drove people to arm themselves with rituals and talismans to repel dark forces and allow them to live long and healthy lives.

The gift of a purse or wallet should always include money. In Arabic countries the horseshoe is incorporated into amulets that protect against the Evil Eye, while in British, Celtic and Germanic folklore a horseshoe nailed above the door was used to defend homes from witchcraft. In the West, as the more secular idea of bringing good luck has taken precedence over the need to ward off evil, the positioning of the horseshoe has become significant. In the UK and the US they're most often hung with the open end up, to stop the good luck from falling out, though folklore traditionalists warn that this encourages trouble-making pixies to use th
For my full review see: Black Cats and Evil Eyes...I enjoyed this book, I wish it could have been a bit longer. It's fun to read through the myths and superstitions in this book. There's so many of them, it really makes you think of how many times we use these superstitions in our lives without even realizing. This is a fun book to have and I'm glad that I picked it up. For my full review see: Black Cats and Evil Eyes...I enjoyed this book, I wish it could have been a bit longer. It's fun to read through the myths and superstitions in this book. There's so many of them Read â€œBlack Cats and Evil Eyesâ€ by Chloe Rhodes online on Bookmate â€“ Chloe Rhodes is a writer and journalist. Her most recent works for Michael O'Mara Books are A Certain Je Ne Sais Quoi: Words We Piâ€Ž Chloe Rhodes is a writer and journalist. Her most recent works for Michael O'Mara Books are A Certain Je Ne Sais Quoi: Words We Pinched From Other Languages, and One For Sorrow â€” A Book of Old-Fashioned Lore. The evil eye is usually developed in a person by their coveting of the good fortune of another. Biblical references also exist; Proverbs 23:6 reads â€œEat thou not the bread of him that hath an evil eye, neither desire thou his dainty meat.â€™â€ Black cats feature in the mythology of many cultures, and superstitions about them are still familiar to most of us in modern times. They are a prime example of the contrariness of many of our superstitious beliefs; some swear theyâ€™re lucky, others see them as a sign of certain doom. According to Norse legend, Freya, queen of the Valkyries and goddess of fertility, drove a chariot pulled by black cats that some sources suggest turned into horses possessed by the Devil. Hundreds of the beliefs passed down through the generations have their foundations in our ancestors' efforts to ward off evil, which they blamed for hardship, illness and injustice in times when life was, as often as not, 'nasty, brutish and short'. Black Cats and Evil Eyes sets these superstitions in their historical and social context, explaining how fear of the Devil, demons, evil spirits and witchcraft drove people to arm themselves with rituals and talismans to repel dark forces and allow them to live long and healthy lives. In examining many of our common superstitions, th